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Abstract:
This document describes the design of the “IP to ANA” adaptation layer (short-
name: ip2ana) which allows legacy IP-based applications to be used with ANA.
More precisely, this framework permits to encapsulate IP packets inside ANA
packets in order to transport them over ANA in a transparent manner for the
end applications. This permits to use standard “off-the-shelf” applications (e.g.
web servers and browsers, secure shell, streaming applications, etc) for demon-
strating and testing the networking functionalities offered by ANA. A first version
of the ip2ana framework has been successfully implemented and integrated into
the first public version of the ANA software released in July 2008.
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Foreword

Note that in previous documents refering to this work like [1], the ip2ana

framework was called the “IP to ANA migration layer”. However, the ANA con-
sortium has found the term “migration” misleading as it may imply some sort
of gradual transformation or change from IP to ANA, and this is not the case.
The ip2ana framework actually provides a set of networking mechanisms to trans-
port IP packets over ANA, and this does not involve any modification of existing
IP-based applications and protocols. To avoid misunderstandings, the ANA con-
sortium decided that the name “IP to ANA adaptation layer” was better suited to
describe this framework.

Hence previous references to the “IP to ANA migration layer” actually refer to
the current framework renamed the “IP to ANA adaptation layer”.
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1 Introduction

As stated in the initial description of work of the ANA project, the design of ANA
follows a“clean-slate”approach. That is from the start, we did not want to restrict
the design of ANA by imposing any backwards compatibility constraints with the
Internet. However, that does not mean we do not want to support the very rich
palette of existing applications that were designed for the current “IP by default”
networking world. This requires that ANA supports an adaptation layer that per-
mits to use legacy applications “at the edges of ANA”. Here the term“edges” refers
to software and has no topological meaning in terms of network deployment: that
is, we refer to the frontier between ANA software and legacy “IP-based” software.
The adjective legacy refers to standard applications and networking software that
have been developed to operate “by default” over the Internet (e.g. web browsers
and servers, email clients and servers, video-conferencing applications, but also
network protocols such as ARP, DNS, IP, etc).

Figure 1: Running “IP over ANA”.

It is important to note that we currently restrict the scope of the IP to ANA
(ip2ana) adaptation layer to the scenario illustrated by figure 1. In this scenario,
two legacy applications running on separate ANA nodes communicate via the
ANA “network” via dedicated ANA software emulating the operation of standard
“Internet” protocols like DNS and ARP.

The main motivation for designing ip2ana is to be able to reuse existing end-
user applications (e.g. a web browser on one node and a web server of the other
node), session (e.g. HTTP) and transport (e.g. TCP) protocols, and data formats
(e.g. HTML), while communication packets are actually being transported over
ANA. This allows developers to concentrate on autonomic communications and
mechanisms inside ANA since existing applications can be re-used to demonstrate
and validate the operation of ANA. Note that more advanced scenarios involving
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communications across the Internet and ANA via dedicated gateway nodes might
be considered at a later stage of the project.

2 Design and operation

2.1 Overview

The ip2ana framework has been successfully implemented in the first version of the
public ANA software released in July 2008. To promote the use of the framework,
we decided to impose two core constraints on the design:

• The first constraint is that it must be possible to install and use the ip2ana

framework on a system without disrupting non-ANA communications. That
is, a user must be able to normally connect to the Internet with standard
applications (e.g. web browsing, emails) and, at the same time, the user must
be able to use the same or other applications “over ANA”. This implies that
there exists a way for the user to specify whether a communication should
operate over ANA or over the Internet.

• The second constraint is that the ip2ana framework must not require changes
to the operating system. In particular and because the ANA software is
designed for Linux, it must not require a re-compilation of the entire Linux
kernel. This operation is indeed very disruptive and requires a high-level
of expertise and would discourage the majority of users from installing the
framework.

The first constraint has been resolved by introducing both a dedicated DNS
domain and an IP subnet for communications being transported over ANA. That
is, by using a specific domain name or a specific range of IP addresses, the user can
explicitly decide to carry out (redirect) some communication via ANA. The DNS
domain we have introduced is simply ‘.ana’: that is, any communication initiated
with a DNS name ending with .ana is carried out via ANA. For example, a user
can decide to connect to say some web server via either the standard Internet or
via ANA by simply specifying a different DNS name when initiating the communi-
cation: www.example.com to use the Internet, and www.example.com.ana to use
ANA.

In addition to the .ana domain name, we also had to arbitrarily choose a
dedicated IP subnet for 1) the resolution of .ana names into IP addresses 2)
communications carried out over ANA but not initiated with a DNS resolution.
The subnet we have chosen is 10.42.0.0/16, which we have decided to subdivide
into class-C subnets, with each subnet being assigned to a particular ANA partner.
For example, the subnet 10.42.1.0/24 has been assigned to ETHZ, the subnet
10.42.2.0/24 has been assigned to UBasel, etc.
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To resolve the second design constraint (i.e. no change to the Linux kernel),
we have decided to use the existing netfilter framework of Linux to capture and
process DNS requests for .ana names. This has required developing an extension
to the iptables command and an extension to the netfilter framework, as described
below in respectively sections 2.3 and 2.4. To capture IP packets sent to the ANA
subnet 10.42.0.0/16, the ip2ana framework also creates a pseudo-interface on the
Linux host. This was required to be able to fully control the size of TCP segments
(via the MSS or maximum segment size) sent via ANA: the MSS indeed depends
on the MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) size of the interface used to send packets.
This is fully explained in Section 2.6.

Finally, IP packets “entering” ANA have to be encapsulated before they can
be transmitted over ANA. This requires that each resolvable .ana name or valid
IP address from the 10.42.0.0/16 subnet is mapped to a certain destination
SERVICE and CONTEXT via some ANA compartment. To perform this extra
resolution step from Internet namespaces (i.e. DNS and IP) to ANA targets, and to
also demultiplex packets arriving at some node via ANA and destined to legacy IP
applications, we have also developed an ip2ana brick inside the ANA framework.
The design and operation of this brick is described in Section 2.5.

Figure 2 illustrates the different components of the ip2ana framework which
are described with more details in sections 2.2 to 2.6.

Figure 2: The ip2ana framework.
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2.2 From IP to ANA

In the current version of the ip2ana framework, the mappings between a given
DNS name and IP address and a triplet <compartment name, context, service>
that is used inside ANA are fixed and statically defined in the file anahosts.txt.
The entries of this file, stored locally on each ANA node, have to be globally
agreed and maintained by all ANA partners in order to be able to transport IP
communications over distant ANA hosts managed by different partners. This is of
course only realistic as long as the number of entries remain below a few dozens
which will probably be the case during the lifetime of the project. As a potential
extension, Section 4 discusses how these static mappings could be replaced in the
future with some dynamic resolution system.

An example content of the file anahosts.txt is shown below. Basically, the file
contains mappings between the “IP world” and the “ANA world” (each mapping is
defined on one line). For example, the line starting with www.ethz.ch.ana must
be understood as follows. First, any DNS A (ipv4) request for the DNS name
www.ethz.ch.ana must return the IP address 10.42.1.1 to the application. Sec-
ond, the REMOTE flag at the end of the line specifies that this entry is for a remote
ANA node, and that the destination application is reachable (via ANA) via the
"ethernet" compartment, the "*" context, and the service "www.ethz.ana". This
means that if the ip2ana framework receives an IP packet with destination address
10.42.1.1, it will try to resolve the triplet <ethernet,*,www.ethz.ana> via ANA
in order to obtain an information channel to the destination application located
on some remote ANA node. Note that the compartment, context, and service
entries are specific to ANA: for example, the entry for www.csg.ethz.ch.ana can
be resolved via the "fbr" (field-based routing) compartment with the "*" context
and the service name "TIK". Also note that the context is not necessarily "*", as
shown for the entry for analab.ana where the context of the (ANA internal) "ip"
compartment is set to "1.2.3.4". For further details on how the triplet is used for
communication within ANA, please see Section 3.3.3.1 of the ANA Blueprint [2].

Finally, the framework will also be extended to support IPv6 before the end
of the year 2008, but this requires developing an extra extension for the ip6tables
command.

# DNS name and family IP address Compart. ctx service flag

www.ethz.ch.ana A 10.42.1.1 ethernet * www.ethz.ana REMOTE
www.csg.ethz.ch.ana A 10.42.1.2 fbr * TIK REMOTE

analab.ana A 10.42.2.3 ip 1.2.3.4 analab REMOTE
analab.ana AAAA fe80::1 ethernet * analab6 REMOTE

www.unibas.ch.ana A 10.42.2.1 ethernet * unibas_web LISTEN
cn.cs.unibas.ch.ana A 10.42.2.2 NodeC * net_group@ubasel LISTEN

Until now, we have focused on data being sent from IP to ANA. For receiving
IP packets sent via ANA and forward them to local legacy applications, the file also
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contains mappings with the LISTEN flag. For each such entry, the ip2ana frame-
work publishes the triplet <compartment name, context, service> inside ANA
in order to make the local applications reachable (i.e. resolvable) via ANA. For
example, the entry starting with www.unibas.ch.ana is published in the ether-

net compartment in the "*" context and under the service name "unibas_web".
For testing, it is also possible to publish an entry into the node compartment by
specifying the compartment name "NodeC".

2.3 The ip2ana iptables extension

To capture the DNS requests sent by legacy applications and check whether they
contain a .ana query, we use the netfilter [3] framework of Linux. This frame-
work is configured with the iptables command: it is used to setup packet match-
ing rules and associate each rule with a so-called netfilter target. To be able to
specify its own netfilter target, one must develop an extension for the iptables
command: this is typically used to pass arguments to the netfilter framework and
check whether these arguments are valid or not. In our case, the ip2ana netfilter
target takes no argument so the iptables extension is fairly simple and was merely
developed to satisfy the requirement that there must exist an iptables extension
for each netfilter target.

One issue is that compiling an iptables extension requires that the exten-
sion is integrated in the source code of the iptables command. To overcome
this burden, we provide pre-compiled versions of the ip2ana iptables extension
as part of the ANA core software, for different versions of the iptables com-
mand. These pre-compiled plugins are available in the ANA core SVN in the
C/ip2ana_netfilter/iptables/ directory. A README file explains how to in-
stall them on a standard Linux system. In addition, we also provide the source
code of the iptables extension in case a user cannot use the pre-compiled versions.

With the ip2ana iptables extension properly installed, it becomes possible to
setup a rule for matching all DNS requests and forward them to the ip2ana netfilter
module. Note that this rule is configured automatically by the script provided to
load and start the ip2ana framework. The rule simply matches all IP packets
sent to port 53 (DNS) as shown below. Note that this rule is also automatically
removed by the script when the ip2ana framework is stopped.

iptables -t mangle -I OUTPUT -p udp -m udp -dport 53 -j ip2ana

2.4 The ip2ana netfilter target

Once the iptables rule is configured, all DNS requests are forwarded to the ip2ana
netfilter module. For each request received, this module checks whether the DNS
query is for a name ending with .ana. If this is the case, the DNS request is
captured and forwarded to the ip2ana brick. If the DNS request is not for a
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.ana name, the request is “released” and transmitted to the Internet and the DNS
infrastructure. Hence the ip2ana framework does not affect the normal operation
of legacy applications: it only interferes if a DNS request is for the .ana domain.

Once a .ana DNS request is captured and forwarded to the ip2ana brick, the
brick checks the file anahosts.txt to see if there exists a mapping for this entry.
If a mapping exists, it is sent back to the ip2ana netfilter module which creates
a DNS reply with this information and injects it into the IP stack such that it is
finally delivered to the application which sent the initial DNS request. Note that
these mappings typically associate a .ana name with an IP address from the range
10.42.0.0/16. If no mapping exists, a standard DNS error message is injected
into the IP stack to notify the querier that the name cannot be resolved into an
IP address.

The ip2ana netfilter module also creates a faked ARP entry for each resolved IP
address that it returns for the .ana domain. This is done to allow the application
to immediately start sending IP packets to the IP address contained in the DNS
reply. Note that these ARP entries are mapped with the ip2ana pseudo-interface
created by the framework (see below for further explanations).

The ip2ana netfilter module is also used to handle IP packets coming from
ANA and destined for local applications. These IP packets are sent by the ip2ana
brick to the ip2ana netfilter module which simply injects them in the receive queue
of the local IP stack of the machine and makes them appear as being received via
the ip2ana pseudo-interface.

2.5 The ip2ana brick

The role of the ip2ana brick is twofold: first, it encapsulates IP packets into ANA
packets and transmit them over ANA, and second, it receives ANA packets and
decapsulate IP packets on behalf of legacy applications. All mappings between
DNS names, IP addresses, and ANA triplet <compartment name, context, ser-
vice> are stored in the anahosts.txt file which is read by the ip2ana brick when
needed.

It is important to note that the ip2ana brick does not alter the content of
the IP packets in any way as they are simply “tunnelled” via ANA. In particular,
this means that the TTL of IP packets is not decremented. The advantage of
encapsulation is that existing end protocols (ICMP, TCP, etc) operate normally
with the tunneling via ANA being transparent to the end nodes, protocols, and
applications.

Note that with the current implementation, the ip2ana brick can only be com-
piled in userspace because it needs to read the file anahosts.txt and Linux kernel
modules should not access the filesystem. This is however a minor limitation.

The code of the ip2ana brick is available in the C/bricks/ip2ana/ directory,
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and it can be compiled by specifying the keyword ip2ana in the configuration file
controlling the compilation of the ANA software.

2.6 The ip2ana pseudo interface

In the initial design, we also used the netfilter framework to redirect all IP packets
sent to 10.42.0.0/16 to the ip2ana netfilter framework. However, this creates
a problem for TCP applications which send data reaching the maximum segment
size (MSS) of the connection because for packets forwarded to ANA there is no
more room to add ANA headers to the existing packets (e.g. for encapsulating IP
packets into ANA packets). Hence we had to find a way for arbitrarily limiting
the MSS value of TCP connections handled by the ip2ana framework.

The only solution is that the ip2ana netfilter module also creates a pseudo-
interface in order to be able to set the MTU (maximum transfer unit) value of
this interface to some suitable length. TCP connections indeed set the MSS value
based on the MTU of interfaces (typically, MSS = MTU - 40).

The current implementation hence creates an interface named ip2ana with a
MTU value arbitrarily set to 1024 bytes. Note that the script used to start and
stop the ip2ana framework also configures an IP address from the 10.42.0.0/16

subnet on this interface. This address must be the same as the address used for
the LISTEN entries of the anahosts.txt file. The configuration of this IP address
also automatically creates a route for 10.42.0.0/16 via the ip2ana interface: thus
packets sent to 10.42.0.0/16 are really received by the ip2ana netfilter module
and are forwarded to the ip2ana brick.

3 Configuration and usage

To use the ip2ana framework with ANA, a user must first configure the ana-

hosts.txt file with the correct entries. To load and configure the ip2ana netfilter
module, the script ip2ana.sh is provided in the ANA core software in the di-
rectory C/ip2ana_netfilter/. To properly configure the ip2ana interface, it is
important to edit the script and configure the 10.42.0.0/16 IP address of the local
machine. To load, unload, or restart the module, one must simply type ip2ana.sh
start|stop|restart.

In addition, the ip2ana brick must be started separately. Because the ip2ana

brick tries to publish all LISTEN entries of anahosts.txt in the specified com-
partments, the ip2ana brick must be started after all the bricks that it uses to
perform these publications.

Once the ip2ana framework is running, it is possible to use legacy applications
over ANA by specifying DNS names from the .ana domain or by sending IP
packets to an address from the 10.42.0.0/16 range. We remind here that it is
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crucial that all users willing to setup IP communications over ANA have coherent
entries in their respective anahosts.txt files. For example, the LISTEN entries
of a user must exactly correspond to REMOTE entries for all the other users.

4 Limitations and future work

One restriction of the current ip2ana framework is that only a single ip2ana brick
instance can run on a given ANA host. That is, if multiple ANA nodes (i.e.
instances of the ANA software) are running on a machine, only one ANA node can
run the ip2ana brick. The problem is that there can only be one ip2ana netfilter
module loaded on a given machine and it cannot serve multiple ip2ana bricks.
However, this is not really a limitation because, for a given machine and set of
legacy applications, it makes almost no difference via which ANA node one can
bridge the IP world and the ANA world. We basically only loose some flexibility
but no fundamental functionality.

The most important limitation of the current framework is that all mappings
are stored locally on each ANA node in a file whose content must be globally
coordinated among ANA partners. Fortunately, the content of this file is typically
relatively static and will not require frequent changes. In the future, this limitation
could be fully avoided if one develops an ANA brick that could dynamically map
.ana names into <compartment name, context, service> triplets. However at the
time of writing this deliverable, it is not clear whether this should become a priority
or not.
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